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To celebrate the fifty years of Night of the Living Dead by George A. Ro-
mero, Frédéric Fleischer and Joachim Latarjet re-compose the musical 
soundtrack of the movie. Farewell cords, clarinets and lugubrious bas-
soons, replaced by an original creation rather electro but also trombo-
nistic and electric, which re-interprets the scenes. A sometimes funny 
composition, often offbeat but who never leaves aside the implacable 
dramaturgy of this masterpiece of horror film.

A WORD BY THE CREATORS ...

« Night of the Living Dead is a mythical film and like any myth that respects 
itself, it is the object of many interpretations.

Parable of the Vietnam War, charge against discrimination (or segregation) 
still running in the United States in 1968, charge against the dangers of 
nuclear energy (explanation of the phenomenon of zombies by journalists 
and scientists in several scenes of the film).

We can post-conceptualize the film to infinity while the director freshly gra-
duated chose to look at the horror movie more by opportunity than by taste 
because the American public of the time becoming so fan of strange. 

We can also discuss the use of music on the film. On our side, we tried all 
kinds of experiments: highlighting, offset, contrast, dramatization, de-dra-
matization, minimalism, expansion, accompaniment of dialogues, in short: 
everything and its opposite. »

Frédéric Fleischer & Joachim Latarjet
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TO KNOW A LITTLE MORE ...

There are several ways to revisit Night of the Living Dead, the 
George A. Romero’s independent film. The most obvious was to 
«re-turn» it by adding special effects increasingly realistic, ma-
king violence more violent and cries more macabre. Equip he-
licopters with more guns handled by more and more armies to 
eradicate zombies always more alive and hungry.

The second way, the one we propose, is to go back to the gene-
sis of this classic of the genre, at its first idea from which emerges 
a strange poetry, to keep images, this sensitive black and white, 
these mysterious shadows, these stumbling and slow zombies 
disjointed like show puppets and accompany this macabre ballet 
in live with a contemporary composition.

A denser, shorter but more rhythmic film, which reinterprets the 
scenes without ever leaving behind the implacable dramaturgy of 
this masterpiece of horror movies.
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TEAM
Based on an original idea by Frédéric Fleischer

Music creation: 
Frédéric Fleischer (programs, guitar)
Joachim Latarjet (trombone, guitar, bass)

Producer, touring manager Le Monfort théâtre - Paris (France)
Producer Cie Oh ! Oui

AUDIO CLIP 
https://youtu.be/J_cB-yDRQGo

PRESS
From an empty stage, they will make an incredible capharnaum, the fruit of an 
improbable mechanical-musical assembly, tinged with a cheerful surrealism!
Le Parisien

The piece is here revisited in music and this undeniably serves the film well. 
The piece is thus enhanced by this nuanced and intelligent soundtrack that fits 
effortlessly with the images and the subject.
Sounds Mag’

MAIN FEATURES
Video-projection & live concert
Duration: 1h03
For all, from 13 years old
Indoors or outdoors
 
Tour team: 2-3 people 
Arrival at D-1, Set up at D, Dismantling after the last show
(according to cine-concert schedules)
Team travel by train, car or plane, usually from Paris
No transport of decor

Technical and financial elements
on demand

Tours
Festival Paris l’été
Le Monfort théâtre-Paris
La Niche, Langres
Espace 1789, St Ouen
Théâtre Jacques Carat, Cachan
La Filature, Mulhouse National Scene
Le Moulin du Roc, Niort National Scene
Cinéma Les Toiles, St Gratien
La Ferme du Buisson, Noisiel National Scene

Soon !
17 December 2022, Théâtre + Cinéma Scène Nationale Grand Narbonne
3 February 2023, Pontoise



BIOGRAPHIES

Frédéric Fleischer
composer & musician

Frédéric Fleischer composes the music of the Palette series directed by Alain 
Jaubert from 1993 as well as several soundtracks of series for Arte. He joins the 
company Les Arts-Sauts in 1999 and develops a sound system for Kayassine 
which will play more than 400 times in 4 years around the world. He co-composes 
and plays the music of the show Ola Kala for the same company that meet 
the same success. Then, he collaborates on different projects of contemporary 
dance. In 2015, he illustrates the luminous sculpture of the artist Eric Michel in 
Lyon for the Festival of Lights that has been exhibited in several European and 
world cities. He composes the music of the play Les Inséparables by Colas 
Guttman, directed by Léna Bréban for the Théâtre Paris-Villette. Recently, he 
composes the music for Le Subtil oiseleur de Vélasquez à Picasso, a film by 
Alain Jaubert, presented in several art film festivals including the JIFA by the 
Louvre.

Joachim Latarjet
composer & musician

Author, composer, director and performer, Joachim Latarjet participates in 
the founding of the Sentimental Bourreau collective in 1989. In 2002, he and 
the actress Alexandra Fleischer found the company Oh! Oui..., which has 
produced some fifteen resolutely musical theatrical creations. In addition to 
their creations, they like to multiply various experiences: work with amateurs 
around the songs that make up our lives (My Way at Les Subsistances and Les 
Plateaux Sauvages), performances at La Fondation Cartier, creation of film-
concerts, concerts (La Grande Halle de la Villette, Trois baudets, La Filature-
Mulhouse, KET-Athens...), participation in the Walls and Bridges-New York 
festival. Joachim Latarjet also likes to work outside his company: with Philippe 
Decouflé, Sylvain Maurice, Rone or Nikolaus, with whom he created Sujet à Vif 
at the 2017 Avignon Festival. He also composes the music for La Victoire de 
Samothrace by Juliette Garcias and produced by Arte as well as the music for 
the credits of Blaise, an animated mini-series on Arte.© Oh ! Oui ...
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CONTACTS
Frédéric Fleischer
fredfleche@free.fr
Juliette Marie
juliette.marie@lemonfort.fr

LE MONFORT
106 rue Brancion, 75015 Paris (France)
lemonfort.fr


